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Chapter 1 : Most Popular Toys By Decade
Popular names by decade are determined the same way we determine the popularity of a name during a single year.
We count the number of occurrences of each name during the decade, and then rank them in order of decreasing
frequency.

Music Popular music in the s comprised of swing, jazz and big band music early in the decade. Swing music
typically involves a lot of brass instruments that are led by a strong rhythm section. Its origins were decades
earlier, but the genre was in its prime early in the 40s. Swing music started to decline in part because of the
war: Big band music is called such because of having a large ensemble of musicians playing various
instruments. Big band music is also considered a form of jazz. Glenn Miller and The Dorsey Brothers were
leaders among big band musicians. It was influenced by rhythm and blues, gospel, and country music. The
artists were often showmen, and the music usually included guitar solos. Elvis Presley soon emerged on the
scene and was as successful as he was controversial. Other popular groups include The Platters and The
Coasters. Doo-wop is a style of music that was most popular throughout the 50s. The style is characterized by
harmonizing vocals that use syllables real or not to form the music backdrop for the lead vocalist. Musical
instruments were sometimes used, while other songs were entirely a cappella. Jazz music, which was also
popular during the s, remained so throughout the 50s. Jazz began to take new forms during the decade, which
led to the sub-genres of Bebop scat singing and Cool Jazz modern jazz. The Beatles were responsible for
creating the breakthrough, and would go on to become the best-selling rock group of all time. Other British
groups that followed include: Motown Record Corporation was established in Rock music was defined by a
number of different sub-genres, such as folk rock, psychedelic rock, and surf rock, among others. Psychedelic
rock grew out of folk rock combined with the drug culture prevalent during the decade. The Beach Boys are
the most popular group to emerge from surf rock, which was born on the west coast. Another style that had
much influence, especially in the latter half of the decade, was Disco, which was a dance style that was
characterized by an electric sound and a strong beat. The popularity of the genre was propelled by successful
films featuring the music and lifestyle, such as Saturday Night Fever. The last of the most successful styles of
music was rock. In general, rock music became edgier during this time as a response to the lighter, peppier
offerings of the disco genre. The decade saw the passing of many great musicians, some of which include: The
first is Michael Jackson. The album Thriller has yet to be unseated as the best-selling album of all time. The
other artist is Madonna. It was her second album, Like a Virgin, that catapulted her to the top of the charts.
Her controversial lyrics and behavior quickly made her a household name, while her look influenced fashion
throughout the decade. Metal and hard rock were influential styles during the 80s. Although it was in the 70s
that the genre began, it was during the 80s that hip-hop really gained momentum. One style having a powerful
influence was alternative rock, an umbrella term that encompasses a number of different sub-genres such as
indie rock and grunge. Some of the most notable alternative rock groups of the decade include: Grunge music,
which combines rock, punk and metal sounds, was popularized in the 90s by groups such as Pearl Jam and
Nivana. Pop punk, another strand of alternative music, gained mainstream popularity thanks to the success of
groups such as Green Day, Blink, and Weezer. Country music enjoyed major growth as a genre during the
decade as newcomers such as Garth Brooks and Trisha Yearwood. Reba McEntire was one of the most
successful female solo artists of the decade, selling over 20 million albums throughout the decade. Pop music
was driven by many European artists through the decade. Britney Spears and Christina Aguilera had their first
chart-topping hits in the late 90s, and their careers boomed in the s. Paula Abdul, Hanson, and R. Adult
contemporary music was popular in the form of soft-rock and singer-songwriter styles throughout the decade.
Lilith Fair exemplified the singer-songwriter style and provided an outlet for a feminist wave. Whitney
Houston and Mariah Carey topped the adult contemporary charts in the early 90s. Adult contemporary music
continued to remain strong on the scene thanks to contributions from artists such as Alicia Keys, Daughtry,
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Colbie Calliat and Sara Bareilles.
Chapter 2 : Behind the Name: The Most Popular Names
The popularity of your name is likely far different today than it was the year you were born. Maybe you're one of those
men born in and named Michael, the most popular name of the year.

Chapter 3 : The Hottest Baby Names of the Decade | Brit + Co
The name "Michael," for example, first entered the list of most popular names in the s, and quickly became the most
popular boy's name in America.

Chapter 4 : The 25 Most Popular Baby Names Throughout History
Note: Starting in the year , our baby name lists have captured the true popularity of each name by combining names that
sound the same but have multiple spellings (like Aden, Aiden, and Ayden). Our pre baby name lists come from data
gathered by the U.S. Social Security Administration, which counts each spelling separately.

Chapter 5 : List of Billboard Hot chart achievements by decade - Wikipedia
In , the Social Security Administration's annual list revealed that Emma and Noah were the most popular baby names,
followed by Olivia, Liam, Ava, William, Sophia and Mason.

Chapter 6 : Decade Themes for Parties â€“ 20s, 50s, 60s, 70s and more
Whatever decade you were born in, there was a car that defined it. Let Alert1 take you through time to look at some of
the most interesting cars produced within the last century. Let Alert1 take you through time to look at some of the most
interesting cars produced within the last century.

Chapter 7 : 53 Slang Terms by Decade | HowStuffWorks
The Most Popular Breakfast Cereals Through the Decades While specific dining trends have come and gone, the types
of foods we eat for each meal have remained fairly constant over the past century. For dinner, we'll have some meat
with a vegetable and starch.

Chapter 8 : Music - Defining Decades
Popular Names by Birth Year. Enter the Year and Popularity for a List of the Most Popular Names. Any year after

Chapter 9 : The Most Popular Breakfast Cereals Through the Decades
The Most Popular Names On this page you will find lists of the most popular given names in various regions of the
world. Typically the information is compiled by a national statistics agency, though in some cases it comes from another
source.
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